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         Programme Outcomes, Programme Specific Outcomes 

 & Course Outcomes (PO, PSO, CO) 

 

Mechanism of Communication:  

The College has clearly stated learning outcomes of the Programs and Courses. 

The following mechanism is followed by the institution to communicate the 

learning outcomes to the teachers and students.  

� Hard Copy of syllabi and Learning Outcomes are available in the departments 

for ready reference to the teachers and students  

 

� Learning Outcomes of the Programs and Courses are displayed on departmental 

notice board. 

 

� Soft Copy of Curriculum and Learning Outcomes of Programs and Courses are 

also uploaded on the website of the college for reference.  

 

� The importance of the learning outcomes has been communicated to the teachers 

in every IQAC meeting and general staff meeting of the college.  

 

� The students are also made aware of the same through induction programme of 

the department and college.      

 

Programme Outcomes of the Arts Faculty 

Name of the 

Programme 

Programme Outcomes 

 

 

Bachelor 

of 

Arts 

 

 

 

 

After the completion of three years programme in Bachelor of 

Arts (B. A.) the students could be able to gain:  

1. Community Engagement and Global Understanding: 

 The students could understand cultural, historical, geographical, 

political, linguistic, economic and environmental forces that shape 

the world and recognize the role of them for bringing effective 

change in between. This includes the ability to: 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bachelor 

of 

Arts 

i. Reflect on one's cultural identities and values 

ii. Demonstrate intercultural awareness and competence 

iii. Recognize and appreciate the real-world context of knowledge  

iv. Promote active citizenship and community engagement  

2. Critical and Creative Thinking  

The students could learn to analyze and critically reflect on 

complex problems incorporating multiple perspectives and 

innovative thinking.  

This includes the ability to:  

i. Analyze, synthesize and integrate knowledge  

ii. Critically evaluate the validity of arguments and conclusions -

Practice creative thinking and expression  

iii. Demonstrate the capacity to argue in innovative directions  

3. Literacy and Communication  

The students could demonstrate the ability to extract and convey 

information accurately in a variety of formats. This includes the 

ability to:  

i. Identify, locate, comprehend, and critically evaluate quantitative 

and qualitative information using visual, numerical, oral, aural, 

and textual sources  

ii. Communicate concepts and information clearly and in various 

formats (oral, visual, written, etc.)  

iii. Engage effectively with audiences from different backgrounds  

4. Evaluate and Problem solving  

The students could engage in scholarly inquiry to identify and 

investigate questions of a theoretical and/or applied nature.  

This includes the ability to:  

i. Identify gaps and limitations in the existing literature  

ii. Understand the principles of the problem solving  

iii. Apply appropriate problem solving methodologies to specific 

problems 

iv. Develop intellectual independence and practice self-directed 

inquiry 

5. Depth and Breadth of Understanding  

The students could gain detailed knowledge in one or more 

disciplines and integrate knowledge and perspectives across 

disciplinary boundaries. This includes the ability to: 

i. Develop a detailed understanding of the current state of 

knowledge in one or more disciplines  

ii. Recognize the value, use and limits of multi 

iii. disciplinary learning -Cultivate an openness to consider and 



engage alternative research perspectives  

6. Professional Development and Ethical Behavior  

The students could learn personal integrity and professional 

behaviour in scholarly endeavours and in collaborating with others 

within and beyond the academic community. This includes the 

ability to:  

i. Demonstrate intellectual integrity and academic accountability  

ii. Collaborate respectfully with others, individually and in teams  

iii. Show leadership in professional environments while recognizing 

diversity  

iv. Manage time effectively and ensure personal organization 

 

Programme Specific Outcomes of the Arts Faculty 

Programme Name Programme Specific Outcomes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. A. 

in English 

A Student, who has taken admission into the program of B.A. with 

English as specific subject of study is expected to achieve following 

outcomes. They are able to  

1. Imbibe moral and human values through the study of language 

and literature. 

2. Accurate both in speech and writing communications as well as 

more correct in Grammar and its usage.  

3. Basic knowledge of English as global Language in-depth 

Knowledge of the core areas of the Subject like Literature, 

History, Theory, Criticism, Grammar and Linguistic structures 

etc. 

4. Make use of English language for their expression. 

5. They can apply critical frameworks to analyze the linguistic, 

cultural and historical background of texts written in English. 

6. They will be familiar with the conventions of diverse textual 

genres including fiction, non-fiction, poetry, autobiography, 

biography, Journal, film, plays, editorials etc. 

7. Make them more prominent and proficient in English language 

and communication to improve their employability. 



 

 

 

 

B. A. 

In Hindi 

1. ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖ ÛúÖ Ã¾Öºþ¯Ö ŸÖ£ÖÖ ˆÃÖÛúß ÃÖÖ£ÖÔÛúŸÖÖ ÃÖ´Ö—Ö †ÖµÖß  

2. ØÆü¤üß ³ÖÖÂÖÖ ‹¾ÖÓ ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖ Ûêú †¬µÖµÖ®Ö Ûêú ´ÖÖ¬µÖ´Ö ÃÖê ”ûÖ¡ÖÖë ÛúÖê ÛúÖîŸÖãÆü»Ö, ÃÖÓ‘ÖÂÖÔ, ¸üÖê“ÖÛúŸÖÖ ŸÖ£ÖÖ 

ÛúÖ»¯Ö×®ÖÛúŸÖÖ †Ö×¤ü ŸÖ£µÖÖë Ûêú «üÖ¸üÖ •Öß¾Ö®Ö Ûêú µÖ£ÖÖ£ÖÔ ÃÖê ¯Ö×¸ü×“ÖŸÖ ×ÛúµÖÖ  

3. ÝÖª Ûúß ×¾Ö¬ÖÖ†Öê ÛúÖ ¯Ö×¸ü“ÖµÖ Ææü†Ö  

4. Ûú×¾ÖŸÖÖ ÛúÖ ¸üÃÖÝÖÏÆüÞÖ ×ÛúµÖÖ  

5. ¯Ö×¸ü³ÖÖ×ÂÖÛú ¿Ö²¤üÖ¾Ö»Öß, †®Öã¾ÖÖ¤ü, ¾ÖÖŒµÖ ¿Öã̈ üßÛú¸üÞÖ ÃÖ´Ö—Ö 

6. ØÆü¤üß ³ÖÖÂÖÖ ŸÖ£ÖÖ ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖ Ûêú †¬µÖµÖ®Ö Ûêú ´ÖÖ¬µÖ´Ö ÃÖê ”ûÖ¡ÖÖê ´Öë ÃÖ´ÖÖ•Ö ŸÖ£ÖÖ ¸üÖÂ™Òü Ûêú ¯ÖÏ×ŸÖ 

ÃÖÛúÖ¸üÖŸ´ÖÛú ¥üÂ™üßÛúÖê®Ö ÛúÖ ×¾ÖÛúÖÃÖ Æãü†Ö  

7. ØÆü¤üß ³ÖÖÂÖÖ †Öî̧ ü ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖ Ûêú †¬µÖµÖ®Ö Ûêú ´ÖÖ¬µÖ´Ö ÃÖê ”ûÖ¡ÖÖê ÛúÖê ®ÖµÖê ³ÖÖ×ÂÖÛú ŸÖ£ÖÖ ¿ÖÖî×»¯ÖÛú 

¯ÖÏµÖÖêÝÖÖë ÃÖê ¯Ö×¸ü×“ÖŸÖ ×ÛúµÖÖ  

 

 

B. A.  

in Marathi 

1. ÃÖÓ¾ÖÖ¤ü, »ÖêÜÖ®Ö, ¾ÖÖ“Ö®Ö ÛúÖî¿Ö»µÖ ×¾ÖÛú×ÃÖŸÖ ÆüÖêÞÖÖ¸ü  

2. ¯ÖÏÃÖÖ¸ü ´ÖÖ¬µÖ´Öê, ÃÖ¸üÛúÖ¸üß ÛúÖµÖÖÔ»ÖµÖê, ®µÖÖµÖÖ»ÖµÖê µÖÖ ×šüÛúÖÞÖß ®ÖÖêÛú¸üß“µÖÖ ÃÖÓ¬Öß ×´ÖôûŸÖê. 

3. ¯Ö¤ü¾Öß¾µÖã¢Ö¸ü ×¿ÖõÖÞÖÖ“Öß ÃÖÓ¬Öß ×´ÖôûŸÖê  

4. ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖÖ×®Ö×´ÖŸÖá  õÖê¡ÖÖŸÖ µÖÖêÝÖ¤üÖ®Ö ¤êüŸÖÖ µÖêŸÖê. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. A.  

in History 

After completion of B. A. in History, the students are able to -.  

1. Understand the basic themes, concepts, chronology and the Scope 

of Indian History.  

2. Be Acquaint with the range of issues related Indian History and 

its distinctive eras.  

3. Understand the history of the countries other than India with 

comparative approach.  

4. Think and argue historically and critically in writing and 

discussion.  

5. To study further in the applied field of history as archaeology. 

6. Develop the feeling of patriotism and nationalism. 

7. Prepare themselves for competitive carriers in teaching profession 

and civil services 

8. Grasp innovate ideas in the research field of social science 

 



 

 

 

B. A.  

in Geography 

1. Study the types of land and processes.  

2. Understand the structure, composition of different spheres of the 

earth and its Atmosphere.  

3. Understand importance of oceans, rivers and water and find the 

ways of their conservation.  

4. Understand the Function and types of Biogeography.  

5. Understand the science of Remote Sensing Make use of GIS & 

GPS software 

 

 

 

 

 

B. A.  

in Economics 

After completion of the programme, the students are able- 

1. To provide students a fundamental education in Economics. 

2. To provide and adopt curricula that prepares our graduates for 

employment and further study as economists. 

3. To provide students with the opportunity to focus on applied and 

policy issues in Economics. 

4. To provide a well-resourced learning environment of Economics. 

5. To provide the students with the opportunity to pursue courses 

those emphasize quantitative and theoretical aspects of 

Economics. 

6. To provide programmes that allows the students to choose a wide 

range of special areas in economics. 

7. To study economic development and economic growth. 

 

 



Course Outcomes of Bachelor in Arts 

Department of English 

Course Name Course Outcomes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B.A.I: 

English Comp. 

Golden Petals 

    The students are introduced with prose, poetry, grammar and 

communication skills. They learned and developed listening, speaking, 

reading and writing abilities. The textbook imparted values to mould 

the character and personality of the students. The study of the course 

increased the use of English language and helped the students to attain 

an excellent command over the English language. The course taught 

and imbibed the life skills and values to face the challenges of life. The 

following course outcomes have been achieved by the students:  

 The Students gained an understanding of the basic features and the 

structures of English language and communication. 

2. The students gained motivation and inspiration through the study of 

prose and poetry. 

3. The students learned to solve comprehensions and exercises of the 

text in a better way. 

4. The students studied the words, its compositions, meaning and 

pronunciations through grammar 

5. The students introduced with communication skills such as 

interviewing, group discussion, use of electronic media, business 

communication and listening skills.  

 

B. A. I: 

 English Opt. 

Introduction to 

English Literature 

The course is introduced for the fresher students of English literature. 

It is concerned with minor forms such as lyric poetry, short story, one 

act play and literary terms of English literature. The popular writers 

and their texts have been prescribed for the study to develop the 

interest of the students in English literature. After the study of the 

course, the students able to learn - 

1. The minor forms of literature such as short story and one act play. 

2. The lyrical types of poetry such as lyric, sonnet, song … 



3. The first experience of reading and writing of the literary texts.  

4. The structural and analytical techniques of the prescribed texts. 

5. The literary terms and their use in the analysis of the texts. 

 

 

 

B. A. II: 

 English Comp. 

Gems of Wisdom 

After completion of the course, the students are introduced with prose, 

poetry, grammar and communication skills. They become familiar with 

communication skills such as listening, speaking, reading and writing 

that made them enable to use them in their day to days life. The 

textbook imparted values to mould the character and personality. The 

study of the course updated the use of English grammar and helped 

them to attain command over the English language. The course 

enhanced their communication and soft skills. The following course 

outcomes have been achieved by the students: 

1. The study of prose, poetry and communication skills taught them 

art of living life smoothly. 

2. They will learn to use interview skills, comprehension skills 

successfully.  

3. The students learned to solve comprehensions and exercises of the 

texts more easily. 

4. The students studied transformation and common errors in English 

language.  

5. The students updated writing, communication and soft skills 

 

 

 

B. A. II: 

 English Optional  

Paper III & V 

Indian 

Literature in 

English 

The course is introduced for the second year students of English 

literature. It is concerned with a number of great writers who 

contributed poetry, drama, fiction and essays in Indian Literature in 

English. The students learn Indian socio-cultural scenario as reflected 

in the writings of Indian authors. They understand pluralistic 

dimensions and different genres of Indian English Literature. The 

course also helps the students to know Indian literary forms and 

literary traditions. After completion of the course, the students able to 

learn - 



1. The minor forms of literature such as short story and one act play. 

2. The lyrical types of poetry such as lyric, sonnet, song … 

3. The first experience of reading and writing of the literary texts.  

4. The structural and analytical techniques of the prescribed texts. 

5. The literary terms and their use in the analysis of the texts. 

B. A. II: 

 English Optional 

 Paper IV & VI 

Indian 

Literature in 

English 

The course explores various genres of literature to the students which 

are widely read and interpreted by the critics and scholars. It deals 

poetry, drama and novel from British literature. The students learn to 

think, analyze and write on literary forms and texts. They learn ethics 

and life skills for living better human life. By the end of the course, the 

students learned -  

1. The different literary forms practiced in India English literature.  

2. The better reading of Indian English poetry, drama and novel.  

3. The history and background of Indian English literature. 

4. The major themes, issues and genres through the study of the 

prescribed texts for curriculum.  

5. The salient features of Indian English Novel, Drama and Poetry. 

 

B. A. III: 

 English Comp. 

On the completion of the course, the students are introduced with 

prose, poetry, grammar and communication skills. They become 

familiar with communication skills such as listening, speaking, reading 

and writing that made them enable to use them in their day to days life. 

The textbook imparted values to mould the character and personality. 

The study of the course increased the use of English language and 

helped them to attain an excellent command over the English language. 

The course was divided into four sections: prose, poetry, grammar and 

communication skills. The following course outcomes have been 

achieved by the students:  

 The Students gained an understanding of the basic features and the 

structures of English language and communication. 

1. The students gained life skills and ethics through the study of prose 



and poetry. 

2. The students learned to solve comprehensions and exercises of the 

text in a better way. 

3. The students studied the subject-verb concord and basics of 

vocabulary through grammar section. 

4. The students introduced with communication skills and soft skills  

 

 

 

B. A. III: 

English Special 

Paper VII & XII 

Introduction to 

Literary 

Criticism 

This course explores the various terms and concepts of literary 

criticism. The various critical theories enable the students to appreciate 

and analyze the literary texts. It introduces ways in which scholars of 

literature have tried to interpret texts and will learn how to read texts 

using the methods they have studied and learned. It also develops the 

ability of the students to appreciate prose and poems critically. By the 

end of the course, the students learned to - 

1. Understand the basics of literary criticism 

2. Have critical approaches to literature. 

3. Understand the major trends and approaches in literary criticism. 

4. Read and appreciate prose and poetry critically 

5. Develop an ability to apply the critical view to literary texts. 

 

 

 

B. A. III: 

English Special 

Paper VIII & 

XIII British 

Literature 

The course explores various genres of literature to the students which 

are widely read and interpreted by the critics and scholars. It deals 

poetry, drama and novel from British literature. The students learn to 

think, analyze and write on literary forms and texts. They learn ethics 

and life skills for living better human life. By the end of the course, the 

students learned to -  

1. Gain knowledge, stylistic strategies and diction of British literature. 

2. Explore the creativity and human experiences in prose poetry and 

fiction. 

3. Cultivate aesthetic and ethical values in life through texts. 

4. Study major cultures, trends and traditions in British literature 



5. Understand literary history of British drama and poetry. 

 

 B. A. III: 

English Special 

Paper IX & XIV 

Indian Writing 

in English 

The course explores various genres of literature to the students in 

Indian Writing in English. It deals poetry, drama and fiction of later 

20
th

 and early 21
st
 century literature.  The students learn Indian socio-

cultural scenario as reflected in the writings of Indian authors. They 

understand pluralistic dimensions and different genres of Indian 

English Literature. They also acquaint with Indian ethos, customs and 

traditions as reflected in Indian English Literature.  By the end of the 

course, the students learned to - 

1. Studied gradual development of Indian English Literature from mid 

to post 20
th

 century Indian English Literature. 

2. Acquaint with major themes and genres through the study of the 

prescribed texts for curriculum.  

3. Understand social, economic and cultural scenario from the study 

of the texts. 

4. Cultivate interest for  further study of Indian English Literature 

5. Grasp history of Indian English Literature.  

B. A. III: 

English Special 

Paper X & XV 

Literatures in 

English 

There are many outstanding authors who have contributed in English 

literature in the world except England and America. This English 

literature is prescribed as Literatures in English for the study by the 

university authorities. It introduces writers of world literature with 

their socio-economic scenario of their countries.  The students come to 

know the pluralistic dimensions and different genres of world 

Literature. By the end of the course, the students learned to - 

1. Understand Afro-American literature. 

2. Know the rich and complex literary tradition of the world literature. 

3. Be familiar with the different forms of  world literature  

4. Students will be acquainted with and various themes, styles, genres 

of the world literature.  

5. Understand the history of world literature 



B. A. III: 

English Special 

Paper XI & XVI 

Introduction to 

the Structure 

and Function of 

Modern English 

Linguistics being concerned with communication and structure of 

language, it deals with the study scientific study of language structure 

and analysis. It includes exploration into the nature of language 

variation and how it can be studied and acquired. The study is useful 

for to understand basic structures and concepts of language. After 

completion of the course, the students able to learn   

1. The use basic structures of words, phrases and clauses   

2. Basic and derived structures with structural analysis. 

3. The discourse analysis 

4. The communicative concepts 

5. The use of cohesion and coherence in English language. 

Department of Hindi 

Course Name Course Outcomes 

B. A. I:  

Hindi Comp. 

ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖ ÃÖã̧ ü³Öß 

1. ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖ ÛúÖ Ã¾Öºþ¯Ö ŸÖ£ÖÖ ˆÃÖÛúß ÃÖÖ£ÖÔÛúŸÖÖ ÃÖ´Ö—Ö †ÖµÖß । 

2. ÝÖª Ûúß ×¾Ö¬ÖÖ†Öë ÛúÖ ¯Ö×¸ü“ÖµÖ Æãü†Ö । 

3. Ûú×¾ÖŸÖÖ ÛúÖ ¸üÃÖÝÖÏÆü®Ö ×ÛúµÖÖ । 

4. ¯Ö×¸ü³ÖÖ×ÂÖÛú ¿Ö²¤üÖ¾Ö»Öß, †®Öã¾ÖÖ¤ü, ¾ÖÖŒµÖ ¿Öã̈ üßÛú¸üÞÖ ÃÖ´Ö—Ö । 

B. A. I – Hindi Opt. 

 

ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖ ¸üŸ®Ö 

1. ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖ ÛúÖ Ã¾Öºþ¯Ö ŸÖ£ÖÖ ˆÃÖÛúß ÃÖÖ£ÖÔÛúŸÖÖ ÃÖ´Ö—Ö †ÖµÖß । 

2. ÝÖª Ûúß ×¾Ö¬ÖÖ†Öë ÛúÖ ¯Ö×¸ü“ÖµÖ Æãü†Ö । 

3. Ûú×¾ÖŸÖÖ ÛúÖ ¸üÃÖÝÖÏÆü®Ö ×ÛúµÖÖ । 

4. ÛúÖ¸üÛú, Ø»ÖÝÖ, ¾Ö“Ö®Ö, ¾ÖÞÖỐ ÖÖ»ÖÖ, ×¾Ö¸üÖ´Ö×“Ö®Æü ¾ÖÖŒµÖ ¿Öã̈ üßÛú¸üÞÖ ÃÖ´Ö—Ö †ÖµÖß । 

B. A. II – Hindi Opt. 

Paper III and V 

 

      ¾µÖ¾ÖÆüÖ×¸üÛú ØÆü¤üß  

1. ³Ö×ŒŸÖÛúÖ»Ö ŸÖ£Ö Ö ¸üß×ŸÖÛúÖ»Ö Ûúß ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ×•ÖÛú, ¬ÖÖÙ´ÖÛú ¯Ö×¸ü×Ã£ÖŸÖß ‹¾ÖÓ ¯Ö×¸ü¾Öê¿Ö ÃÖê †¾ÖÝÖŸÖ Æãü‹ । 

2. ³Ö×ŒŸÖ ÛúÖ»Öß®Ö ÛúÖ¾µÖ ´Öë ×®ÖÝÖÔÞÖ †Öî̧ ü ÃÖÝÖãÞÖ ³Ö×ŒŸÖ ¬ÖÖ¸üÖ ÛúÖ †¬µÖµÖ®Ö ×ÛúµÖÖ । 

3. ¸üß×ŸÖÛúÖ»Ö Ûêú ´ÖÖ¬µÖ´Ö ÃÖê ¿ÖéÓÝÖÖ¸ü ‹¾ÖÓ ¾Öß¸ü ¸üÃÖ ÛúÖ ´ÖÆüŸ¾Ö ÃÖ´Ö—Ö ÝÖ‹ । 

4. ¸üß×ŸÖÛúÖ»Öß®Ö ÛúÖ¾µÖ Ûêú ´ÖÖ¬µÖ´Ö ÃÖê ¯ÖÏê´Ö ³ÖÖ¾Ö®ÖÖ ÛúÖê †ÓÛãú¸üßŸÖ ×ÛúµÖÖ । Ã¾ÖŸÖÓ¡ÖŸÖÖ ¯Öæ¾ÖÔ ‹¾ÖÓ Ã¾ÖŸÖÓ¡ÖŸÖÖ 

Ûêú ¯ÖÖ¿“ÖÖŸÖ ÃÖ´ÖÖ×•ÖÛú, †ÖÙ£ÖÛú ¯Ö×¸ü×Ã£ÖŸÖß Ûêú ÃÖÖ£Ö ´ÖÖ®Ö¾Öß ¯Öß›üÖ,ÃÖÓ¾Öê¤ü®ÖÖ ÛúÖ †¬µÖµÖ®Ö ×ÛúµÖÖ । 

B. A. II – Hindi Opt. 
1. ØÆü¤üß ÛúÆüÖ®Öß ×¾Ö¬ÖÖ ÃÖê ¯Ö×¸ü×“ÖŸÖ ×ÛúµÖÖ । 



Paper IV and VI 

      

      ´Ö¬µÖÛúÖ»Öß®Ö ÛúÖ¾µÖ 

2. ØÆü¤üß  ÛúÆüÖ®Öß Ûêú ŸÖŸ¾Ö †Öî̧ ü Ã¾Öºþ¯Ö ÛúÖê ÃÖ´Ö—ÖÖµÖÖ । 

3. ÃÖ´ÖÛúÖ»Öß®Ö ¯Ö×¸ü¾Öê¿Ö †Öî̧ ü •Öß¾Ö®Ö µÖ£ÖÖ£ÖÔ ÃÖê ¯Ö×¸ü“ÖµÖ Æãü†Ö । 

4.  ÛúÆüÖ®Öß Ûú»ÖÖ Ûêú ¯ÖÏ×ŸÖ †×³Ö¹ý“Öß ×¾ÖÛú×ÃÖŸÖ Æãü‡Ô ।  

B. A. III – Hindi 

Spe. Paper VII and 

XII 

 

×¾Ö¿ÖêÂÖ »Öê×ÜÖÛúÖ ÛéúÂÞÖÖ 

ÃÖÖê²ÖŸÖß 

1. »ÖêÜÖÛú ×Ûú ²ÖÆãü´ÖãÜÖß ¯ÖÏ×ŸÖ³ÖÖ ÃÖê ¯Ö×¸ü×“ÖŸÖ ×ÛúµÖÖ । 

2. »ÖêÜÖÛú Ûúß ×¾Ö“ÖÖ¸ü¬ÖÖ¸üÖ ÃÖê ¯Ö×¸ü“ÖµÖ Æãü†Ö । 

3. ¤ü×»ÖŸÖ ×¾Ö´Ö¿ÖÔ ÛúÖ ÃÖî¬¤üÖÓ×ŸÖÛú ¯Ö×¸ü“ÖµÖ ×ÛúµÖÖ । 

4. »ÖêÜÖÛú Ûúß ÃÖÖ×Æü×ŸµÖÛú ×¾Ö¿ÖêÂÖŸÖÖ†Öë ÛúÖ ¯Ö×¸ü“ÖµÖ ×ÛúµÖÖ । 

B. A. III – Hindi 

Opt. Paper VIII and 

XIII 

ÛúÖ¾µÖ¿ÖÖÃ¡Ö  ¾Ö  †Ö»ÖÖê“Ö®ÖÖ  

1. ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖ ÃÖé•Ö®Ö ÛúÖ Ã¾Öºþ¯Ö ŸÖ£ÖÖ ˆÃÖÛúß ÃÖÖ£ÖÔÛúŸÖÖ ÛúÖ ²ÖÖê¬Ö Æãü†Ö । 

2. ÛúÖ¾µÖ ¹ý¯ÖÖë ÛúÖ ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ®µÖ ¯Ö×¸ü“ÖµÖ ×ÛúµÖÖ । 

3. ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖ ×Ûú ®Ö¾Öß®Ö ×¾Ö¬ÖÖ†Öë ÛúÖ ¯Ö×¸ü“ÖµÖ ¯ÖÏÖ¯ŸÖ ×ÛúµÖÖ । 

4. ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖ ×Ûú ˆ¯ÖÛú¸ü®ÖÖë ÛúÖ ¯Ö×¸ü“ÖµÖ ×ÛúµÖÖ । 

B. A. III – Hindi 

Spe.Paper IX and 

XIV 

ØÆü¤üß ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖ ÛúÖ ‡×ŸÖÆüÖÃÖ  

1. ØÆü¤üß ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖ Ûúß ¤üÖ¿ÖÔ×®ÖÛú ¯Öæ¾ÖÔ̄ Öß×šüÛúÖ ÃÖê ¯Ö×¸ü×“ÖŸÖ ×ÛúµÖÖ । 

2. ØÆü¤üß ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖ Ûêú ‡×ŸÖÆüÖÃÖ ÛúÖ ¯Ö×¸ü“ÖµÖÖŸ´ÖÛú †¬µÖµÖ®Ö Æãü†Ö । 

3. ØÆü¤üß ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖ Ûêú ‡×ŸÖÆüÖÃÖ Ûêú ÛúÖ»ÖÖ®Öã¹ý¯Ö ×¾ÖÛúÖÃÖ ÛúÖ †¬µÖµÖ®Ö ×ÛúµÖÖ। 

4.  ØÆü¤üß ÃÖÖ×ÆüŸµÖ Ûêú ‡×ŸÖÆüÖÃÖ Ûúß ÛúÖ»Ö•ÖµÖÖë ¸ü“Ö®ÖÖ ŸÖ£Ö Ö ¸ü“Ö®ÖÖÛú¸üÖë ÛúÖ ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ®µÖ ¯Ö×¸ü“ÖµÖ ¯ÖÏÖ¯ŸÖ 

×ÛúµÖÖ । 

B. A. III – Hindi 

Spe. Paper X and 

XV 

 

¯ÖÏµÖÖêÝÖ ®Ö´Öæ»ÖÛúß ¾µÖ¾ÖÆüÖ×¸üÛú 

ØÆü¤üß 

1. ¯ÖÏµÖÖê•Ö®Ö´Öæ»ÖÛú ØÆü¤üß : †£ÖÔ ¯Ö×¸ü³ÖÖÂÖÖ ‹¾ÖÓ Ã¾Ö¹ý¯ÖÝÖŸÖ ×¾Ö¿ÖêÂÖŸÖÖ†Öë  ÃÖê ¯Ö×¸ü×“ÖŸÖ Æãü‹ê । 

2. •Ö®ÖÃÖÓ“ÖÖ¸ü ´ÖÖ¬µÖ´ÖÖë ÛúÖ ¯Ö×¸ü“ÖµÖ Æãü†Ö । 

3. ÛúÖµÖÖÔ»ÖµÖß®Ö ŸÖ£ÖÖ ¾ÖÖ×ÞÖ•µÖÛú  ¯Ö¡ÖÖ“ÖÖ¸ü ÃÖÓ²ÖÓ¬Öß õÖ´ÖŸÖÖ ×¾ÖÛúÖÃÖ Æãü‹ê । 

4. †®Öã¾ÖÖ¤ü Ûêú †£ÖÔ, ¯Ö×¸ü³ÖÖÂÖÖ Ã¾Ö¹ý¯Ö ‹¾ÖÓ ¯ÖÏÛúÖ¸üÖë ÛúÖ ¯Ö×¸ü“ÖµÖ Æãü†Ö ।  

B. A. III – Hindi 

Spe.. Paper XI and 

XVI 

       

       ³ÖÖÂÖÖ ×¾Ö–ÖÖ®Ö 

1. ³ÖÖÂÖÖ Ûêú ×¾Ö×¾Ö¬Ö ¹ý¯ÖÖë ÛúÖ ¯Ö×¸ü“ÖµÖ Æãü†Ö । 

2. ³ÖÖÂÖÖ×¾Ö–ÖÖ®Ö ÛúÖ ÃÖÖ´ÖÖ®µÖ ¯Ö×¸ü“ÖµÖ Æãü†Ö । 

3. ØÆü¤üß ³ÖÖÂÖÖ ‹¾ÖÓ ×»Ö×¯Ö Ûêú ˆ¬¤ü¾Ö †Öî̧ ü ×¾ÖÛúÖÃÖ ÃÖê ¯Ö×¸ü×“ÖŸÖ Æãü‹ । 



4. ³ÖÖÂÖÖ Ûúß ¿Öã¬¤üŸÖÖ Ûêú ¯ÖÏ×ŸÖ ”ûÖ¡ÖÖê ÛúÖê •ÖÖÝÖéŸÖ ×ÛúµÖÖ । 

5. ´ÖÖ®ÖÛú ØÆü¤üß ¾ÖŸÖÔ®Öß †Öî̧ ü ¾µÖÖÛú¸üÞÖ ÃÖê ”ûÖ¡ÖÖê ÛúÖê ¯Ö×¸ü×“ÖŸÖ ×ÛúµÖÖ । 

Department of Marathi 

Course Name Course Outcomes 

B. A. I – Marathi 

Comp. ‘|ÉÊiÉ¦ÉÉ®Æ 

1. ºÉÉÊ½þiªÉÉiÉÒ±É MÉt|ÉEòÉ®úÉiÉÚxÉ +xÉÖ¦É´ÉºÉÆ{ÉzÉiÉÉ ´É ´ÉèSÉÉÊ®úEòiÉÉ ªÉÉiÉ ´ÉÉfø ZÉÉ±ªÉÉSÉÉ +xÉÖ¦É´É 
+É±ÉÉ.  

2. ºÉÆiÉÉÆSªÉÉ Ê´ÉSÉÉ®úÉÆiÉÚxÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ|É¤ÉÉävÉxÉ ½þÉä>ðxÉ +ÉSÉÉ®úvÉ¨ÉÇ Eò³ÚýxÉ +É±ÉÉ.  
3. {ÉtÊ´É¦ÉÉMÉÉ¨ÉÖ³äý EòÊ´ÉiÉäSÉÉ +É¶ÉªÉ ´É ®úºÉOÉ½þhÉ Eò®úhªÉÉSÉÒ {ÉvnùiÉ +´ÉMÉiÉ ZÉÉ±ÉÒ. 

´ªÉÉ´É½þÉÊ®úEò ¨É®úÉ`öÒ¨ÉÖ³äý ¨É®úÉ`öÒSÉÉ ={ÉªÉÉäMÉ 
B. A. I – Marathi 

Opt. ¨É®úÉ`öÒõ xÉ]õºÉ©ÉÉ]õ  

(Ê´É. ´ÉÉ. Ê¶É®ú́ ÉÉb÷Eò®ú) 

1. ¨É®úÉ`öÒõ xÉ]õºÉ©ÉÉ]õ ( Ê´É. ´ÉÉ. Ê¶É®ú´ÉÉb÷Eò®ú) 
2. ¨É®úÉ`öÒ xÉÉ]õEòÉSÉä |ÉEòÉ®ú ºÉÖJÉÉÎi¨ÉEòÉ, ¶ÉÉäEòÉÊi¨ÉEòÉ, |É½þºÉxÉ 

B. A. II – Marathi 

Comp. Paper III 

and EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ  

´ÉÉRÂ̈ ÉªÉ|ÉEòÉ®ú +ÉÊhÉ 

EòÉ´ªÉÉº´ÉÉn 

¨É®úÉ`öÒ EòÊ´ÉiÉäSÉÉ 
1. ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉÉSÉä |É¶xÉ ¨ÉÉÆb÷hªÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ ½þÉ ¨ÉÉMÉÇ +É½äþ ½äþ ±ÉIÉÉiÉ +É±Éä 
2. EòÊ´ÉiÉäiÉÚxÉ EÞò¹ÉÒVÉÒ´ÉxÉ, ÊxÉºÉMÉḈ ÉhÉÇxÉ, vÉ¨ÉÇ, 
3. EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ ±ÉäJÉxÉÉ¨ÉÉMÉÒ±É Eò´ÉÒSÉÒ ¦ÉÚÊ¨ÉEòÉ ±ÉIÉÉiÉ +É±ÉÒ. +É{ÉhÉ ¨ÉÉhÉºÉÉiÉ VÉ¨ÉÉ xÉÉ½þÒ 

(EòlÉÉºÉÆOÉ½þ) ®úÉVÉxÉ MÉ´ÉºÉ 
1. ¨É®úÉ`öÒ ºÉÉÊ½þiªÉÉiÉÒ±É EòlÉÉ ªÉÉ ´ÉÉR¨ÉªÉ |ÉEòÉ®úÉSÉÉ 
2. ¨É®úÉ`öÒ EòlÉäSªÉÉ ¨ÉÉvªÉ¨ÉÉiÉÚxÉ ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ, ºÉÆºEÞòiÉÒ, 
3. EòlÉäSªÉÉ ¨ÉÉvªÉ¨ÉÉiÉÚxÉ ¨É®úÉ`öÒ ¤ÉÉä±ÉÒ ¦ÉÉ¹ÉäiÉÒ±É Ê´ÉÊ´ÉvÉ ¶É¤nù, ¨É®úÉ`öÒ ¦ÉÉ¹Éä́ É®ú EòÉxÉb÷ÒSÉÉ 

ZÉÉ±Éä±ÉÉ |É¦ÉÉ´É ±ÉIÉÉiÉ +É±ÉÉ. ®úÉVÉxÉ MÉ´ÉºÉ ªÉÉÆSªÉÉ +É{ÉhÉ ¨ÉÉhÉºÉÉiÉ VÉ¨ÉÉ xÉÉ½þÒ ªÉÉ 
EòlÉÉºÉÆOÉ½þÉiÉÚxÉ ¨ÉÉhÉºÉÉSªÉÉ +ÆiÉÇ̈ ÉxÉÉiÉ b÷ÉäEòÉ´ÉiÉÉ +É±Éä 

 

 

B. A. II – Marathi 

Opt. Paper IV and 

VI ‘¶ÉÒiÉªÉÖvnù ºÉnùÉxÉÆnù’ 

(EòÉnÆù¤É®úÒ) - ¶ªÉÉ¨É ¨ÉxÉÉä½þ® 

1. EòÉnÆù¤É®úÒiÉÒ±É +É¶ÉªÉ ´É ¨ÉvªÉ´ÉiÉÔ ºÉÆEò±{ÉxÉÉ º{É¹]õ ZÉÉ±ÉÒ.  
2. EòÉnÆù¤É®úÒiÉÒ±É ±ÉäJÉEòÉSªÉÉ ´ªÉÎCiÉ¨ÉiSÉÉSÉÉ |É¦ÉÉ´É º{É¹]õ ÊnùºÉiÉÉä.  
3. ´ÉÉbÂ÷.¨ÉªÉ ÊxÉÌ¨ÉiÉÒ |ÉÊGòªÉäiÉ ´ÉÉºiÉ´ÉÉSÉÒ VÉÉhÉÒ´É º{É¹]õ ½þÉäiÉä.  
4. ´ÉÉbÂ÷.¨ÉªÉ ÊxÉÌ¨ÉiÉÒiÉÒ±É ±ÉäJÉEòÉSÉä ¨É½þi´É ±ÉIÉÉiÉ +É±Éä 

 

B. A. III – Marathi 

Opt. Paper VII and 

XII ºÉÉÊ½þiªÉ¶ÉÉºjÉ 

1. ºÉÉÊ½þiªÉÉSªÉÉ ÊxÉÌ¨ÉiÉÒ |ÉÊGòªÉäiÉ |ÉÊiÉ¦ÉÉ, +¦ªÉÉºÉ, ¤É½Öþ¸ÉÖiÉiÉÉ ¨É½þi´ÉÉSÉä +É½äþiÉ ½äþ ±ÉIÉÉiÉ 
+É±Éä.  

2. ºÉÉÊ½þiªÉ |ÉªÉÉäVÉxÉÉÆSÉÒ +Éä³ýJÉ ZÉÉ±ÉÒ.  
3. ºÉÉÊ½þiªÉ±ÉIÉhÉÉÆSÉÉ {ÉÊ®úSÉªÉ ZÉÉ±ÉÉ.  
4. ¶É¤nù¶ÉCiÉÒSªÉÉ |ÉEòÉ®úÉºÉ½þ +Éä³ýJÉ ZÉÉ±ÉÒ.  
5. ´ÉÉR¨ÉªÉ |ÉEòÉ®úÉÆSÉÒ +Éä³ýJÉ ZÉÉ±ÉÒ.  



6. ºÉÉÊ½þiªÉÉÊ´É¹ÉªÉÒ Ê´ÉtÉlªÉÉÈ̈ ÉvªÉä +É´Éb÷ ´É MÉÉäb÷Ò ÊxÉ¨ÉÉÇhÉ Eäò±ÉÒ 
B. A. III – Marathi 

Opt. Paper VIII and 

XIII  

¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉÊ´ÉYÉÉxÉ ´É ´ªÉÉEò®úhÉ 

1. ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ |ÉÉhÉ´ÉÉªÉÚ B´ÉføÒ ¨É½þi´ÉÉSÉÒ +É½äþ. ¨ÉÉxÉ´ÉÒ VÉÒ´ÉxÉÉSÉÒ |ÉMÉiÉÒ ¦ÉÉ¹Éä̈ ÉÖ³äýSÉ ZÉÉ±ÉÒ ½äþ 
±ÉIÉÉiÉ +ÉhÉÚxÉ Ênù±Éä. 2. BäÊiÉ½þÉÊºÉEò, ´ÉhÉÇxÉÉi¨ÉEò ´É iÉÖ±ÉxÉÉi¨ÉEò ªÉÉ ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ¦ªÉÉºÉ 
{ÉvnùiÉÓSÉÉ {ÉÊ®úSÉªÉ ZÉÉ±ÉÉ.  

2. EòÉ³ýÉxÉÖºÉÉ®ú ¦ÉÉ¹Éä̈ ÉvªÉä {ÉÊ®ú´ÉiÉÇxÉ ½äþ +]õ³ý +ºÉ±ªÉÉSÉä ±ÉIÉÉiÉ +É±Éä.  
3. ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ +ÉÊhÉ ´ªÉÉEò®úhÉ ªÉÉÆSÉÉ {É®úº{É®ú +xÉÖ¤ÉÆvÉ +ºÉiÉÉä ½äþ º{É¹]õ ZÉÉ±Éä. 

 

B. A. III: 

 Marathi Opt.  

‘Paper IX and XIV ¨É. 

¨É. ´ÉÉRÂ ¨ÉªÉÉSÉÉ <ÊiÉ½þÉºÉ 

1. ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉÒ±É ºÉÆiÉ-{É®Æú{É®úÉ ´É ºÉÆiÉ {É®Æú{É®äú´É®ú +ºÉhÉÉ-ªÉÉ 
2. ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉSªÉÉ ºÉÉ¨ÉÉÊVÉEò VÉÒ´ÉxÉÉSªÉÉ VÉb÷hÉPÉb÷hÉÒiÉ ¦ÉÉMÉ´ÉiÉ ºÉÆ|ÉnùÉªÉÉxÉä ºÉÉÆÊMÉiÉ±Éä±Éä 

+Ë½þºÉÉ, ºÉMÉÖhÉ, ÊxÉMÉÖÇhÉ, {É®úËxÉnùÉ 
3. ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉÒ±É Ê´Éaö±É ¦ÉCiÉÒSÉÒ {É®Æú{É®úÉ ±ÉIÉÉiÉ +É±ÉÒ 
4. ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉÒ±É ¶ÉÉÊ½þ®úÒ {É®Æú{É®úÉ +ÉÊhÉ ¶ÉÉÊ½þ®úÒ EòÉ´ªÉÉiÉÒ±É Ê´ÉÊ´ÉvÉ Ê´É¹ÉªÉÉSÉÒ +Éä³ýJÉ 

ZÉÉ±ÉÒ. ¶ÉÉÊ½þ®úÒ {ÉÆ®ú{É®úÉ ºÉ¨ÉVÉ±ÉÒ 
5. ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉÒ±É {ÉÆÊb÷iÉÒ {É®Æú{É®úÉ +ÉÊhÉ {ÉÆÊb÷iÉÉÆxÉÒ +É{É±ªÉÉ OÉÆlÉÉiÉÚxÉ ¨ÉÉÆb÷±Éä±Éä Ê´ÉÊ´ÉvÉ Ê´É¹ÉªÉ 

ºÉ¨ÉVÉ±Éä.  
6. ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]ÅõÉiÉÒ±É ¦ÉÉMÉ´ÉiÉ vÉ¨ÉÇ, VÉèxÉ, ¨ÉÖÎº±É¨É ¶Éè́ É, ´É xÉÉlÉ 
7. ¤ÉJÉ®ú ´ÉÉR¨ÉªÉÉiÉÚxÉ ¤ÉJÉ®úEòÉ®úÉxÉÒ ´ÉhÉÇxÉ Eäò±Éä±Éä Ê´ÉÊ´ÉvÉ Ê´É¹ÉªÉ, iÉiEòÉ±ÉÒxÉ ®úÉVÉä ®úVÉ´ÉÉbä÷ 

ªÉÖräù, iÉ½þ, ®úÉVÉPÉ®úÉhªÉÉÆSÉÒ ¨ÉÉÊ½þiÉÒ Ê¨É³ýÉ±ÉÒ 

 

B. A. III – Marathi 

Opt. Paper X and 

XV ={ÉªÉÉäÊVÉiÉ ¨É®úÉ`öÒ 

1. ´ªÉÉ´É½þÉÊ®úEò VÉÒ´ÉxÉÉiÉÒ±É ¦ÉÉ¹ÉäSÉä ¨É½þi´É ±ÉIÉÉiÉ +É±Éä 
2. EòÉ³ýÉxÉÖºÉÉ®ú ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ +ÉÊhÉ 
3. |ÉºÉÉ®ú ¨ÉÉvªÉ¨ÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ +É´É¶ªÉEò +ºÉhÉÉ-ªÉÉ |É¨ÉÉhÉ ¦ÉÉ¹ÉäSÉä ¨É½þi´É ±ÉIÉÉiÉ +É±Éä 
4. ¦ÉÉ¹ÉäSÉä ´ªÉÉ´É½þÉÊ®úEò {ÉÉiÉ³ýÒ´É®úÒ±É ={ÉªÉÉäVÉxÉ EòºÉä Eò®úÉ´Éä ªÉÉºÉÆ¤ÉÆvÉÒSÉä YÉÉxÉ ZÉÉ±Éä.  
5. |ÉºÉÉ®ú ¨ÉÉvªÉ¨ÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ MÉ®úVÉäxÉÖºÉÉ®ú +É´É¶ªÉEò +ºÉhÉÉªÉÉ EòlÉÉ, EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ, Ê´ÉbÆ÷¤ÉxÉ EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ 

SÉÉ®úÉä³ýªÉÉ 
6. ¨ÉÖ±ÉÉJÉiÉÒSÉä º´É¯û{É, ¨ÉÖ±ÉÉJÉiÉ PÉähÉÉªÉÉxÉä EòÉähÉiÉä |É¶xÉ Ê´ÉSÉÉ®úÉ´Éä? EòÉähÉiÉä |É¶xÉ Ê´ÉSÉÉ¯û 

xÉªÉäiÉ? ¨ÉÖ±ÉÉJÉiÉ EòÉähÉÉSÉÒ PªÉÉ´ÉÒ 

 

B. A. III – Marathi 

Opt. Paper XI and 

XVI ‘¨É®úÉ`öÒ ±ÉÉäEòºÉÉÊ½þiªÉ’ 

1. ¨É®úÉ`öÒ ±ÉÉäEòºÉÆºEÞòiÉÒSÉÉ {ÉÊ®úþSÉªÉ ZÉÉ±ÉÉ.  
2. ±ÉÉäEòºÉÉÊ½þiªÉÉiÉÒ±É Ê´ÉÊ´ÉvÉ ºÉÉÊ½þiªÉ|ÉEòÉ®úÉSÉÒ +Éä³ýJÉ ZÉÉ±ÉÒ.   
3. ±ÉÉäEòºÉÉÊ½þiªÉÉiÉÚxÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ¨ÉxÉ, ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉÉSÉÒ vªÉäªÉ, +É¶ÉÉ +ÉEòÉÆIÉÉ ±ÉIÉÉiÉ +É±ªÉÉ.  
4. ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉVÉÒ´ÉxÉÉiÉÒ±É Ê´ÉÊ´ÉvÉ Ê´ÉÊvÉ- Ê´ÉvÉÉxÉÉSÉÒ +Éä³ýJÉ ZÉÉ±ÉÒ.  
5. ±ÉÉäEòºÉÉÊ½þiªÉÉiÉÒ±É Ê´ÉÊ´ÉvÉ EòlÉÉ MÉÒiÉä +ÉÊhÉ EòlÉÉi¨ÉMÉÒiÉä 
 

Department of History 

Course Name Course outcomes 

B. A. I –  After completion of the course, the students able to learn - 



History Optional  

Paper I & II 

Shivaji and His 

times 

1. Life and times of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj. 

2. His various policies for his kingdom / Swarjya and its’ relevance 

for the present time. 

3. Motivation and inspiration by reading his life story. 

4. His reverence and respect for women. 

5. His love and respect for his people and enemies. 

B. A. II 

Compulsory IDS 

History of Social 

Reforms in 

Maharashtra 

After completion of the course, the students able to learn - 

1. The impact of the world reformation on Maharashtra 

2. The social movements and reforms in Maharashtra. 

3. The socio-economic and religious environment in Maharashtra 

4. The life and social work of the social reformers  

B. A. II – 

History Optional 

Paper III & V 

History of 

Modern Europe 

After completion of the course, the students able to learn  

1. The history of Modern Europe  

2. Several modern revolutions that take place in European countries. 

3. Cultures and traditions of European countries. 

4. Socio-economic scenario of the European countries 

5. Comparative study of India and European countries. 

 

B. A. II – 

History Optional 

Paper IV & VI 

History of 

freedom struggle 

in India. 

After completion of the course, the students able to learn  

1. The freedom struggle of India  

2. Contribution of several freedom fighters who took part in struggle. 

3. The history of Indian freedom struggle and movements 

4. The nationalism and patriotism of the Indians. 

5. The socio-economic situation of India. 

 

B. A. III: 

History Special 

Paper VII & XII 

 History of 

Ancient India 

After completion of the course, the students able to learn  

1. Ancient history and culture of India.  

2.  Sindhu and Arya culture of the time. 

3. The life style of the ancient people. 

4. Social and economic conditions of the ancient times. 

5. Women status and their rights. 



B. A. III: 

 History Special 

Paper VIII & 

XIII History of 

Mughal India 

After completion of the course, the students able to learn  

1. The history of Mughal kingdom its’ rise in India 

2. The ruling polices of the Mughal empires 

3. Art and architecture of the medieval India 

4. King Akbar’s religious policy  

5. Invasion on India, 64 Islamic rulers in medieval India. 

B. A. III: 

 History Special 

Paper IX & XIV 

Expansion and 

Downfall of 

Maratha Empire 

 

1. The rise and fall of Maratha empire i.e. Peshavai 

2. The growth of Maratha Empire in South and  North India. 

3. The ruling policies of Peshavai kingdom 

4. The development strategies and policies 

B. A. III: 

History Special 

Paper X & XV 

History of 

Modern world 

After completion of the course, the students able to learn  

1. The cause and reasons of the first and second world war  

2. The impact and consequences of the wars on the world. 

3. The rise and downfall of the dictatorship. 

4. The rise and establishment of League of Nation and UNO 

B. A. III: 

History Special 

Paper XI & XVI 

Historical 

Documents and 

Places 

After completion of the course, the students able to learn 

1. The historical places and documents at that time. 

2. The development of art and architecture 

3. The well-known capitals and defense policies 

4. Motivation and inspiration for invention and discovery.  

Department of Geography 

Course Name  Course Outcomes 

B. A. I  

Geography Opt.  

Paper I & II 

Physical & 

Human 

Geography  

The course, physical and human geography, is prescribed for entry 

level students of geography for the study. As per title indicate, deals 

with physical and human geography at primary level. After completion 

of the course, the students are able to  

1. Understand the background knowledge of Geography, Geology and 

Climatology. 



2. Know erosional and developmental process of physical geography. 

3. Identify and communicate some geomorphologic concepts and 

processes take place on the earth surface and within the earth crust. 

4. Think critically about atmospheric phenomena. 

5. Get knowledge of human geography 

6. Understand human race and its’ development. 

7. Knowledge of human population, its’ growth and consequences  

8. Gain knowledge rural and urban settlement of human race. 

B. A. II 

Geography Opt.  

Paper III & V 

 

III. Human 

Geography 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V. Population 

Geography 

The course Human geography and Population Geography, is 

prescribed for second year students of geography for the study. As per 

title indicate, deals with the concepts and issues of  geography. After 

completion of the course, the students are able to  

1. Gain a basic branch of human geography as a branch of geography.  

2. Know the relationship between human race and environment. 

3. Know the relationship between human race and evolution theory. 

4. Acquaint the student with the Human race, Racial Classification 

and Racial conflicts. 

5. To understand and familiarize the student with the human life in 

cold, desert, plateau and mountainous region and its adoption to 

environment 

1. Understand the nature &scope of Population Geography. 

2. Acquaint the student with the population and theories  

3. Know human migration policies. 

4. Know adverse effects of population on resources.  

B. A. II 

Geography Opt.  

Paper IV & VI 

 

IV. Physical 

Geo. of India 

 

 

 

 

The courses Physical Geography of India and Economic and 

Demographic Geography, is prescribed for second year students of 

geography for the study. As per titles indicate, deal with the concepts 

and issues of the same. After completion of the course, the students are 

able to  

1. Understand the physical setting of geography in India.  

2. Know the concept of climate and mechanism of climate change. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VI. Economic & 

Demographic 

Geography of 

India 

3.  Understand the importance soil and vegetation, erosion and 

conservation 

4. Study the formation of rocks, types and resources. 

1. Nature of agriculture economy in India. 

2. Study types of industries and their development. 

3. Know the distribution, density and effects of population. 

4. Acquaint with the Population, Transport and Trade of India. 

B. A. III 

Geography 

Special Paper 

VII 

Resource 

Geography 

The courses, Resource Geography,  is prescribed for third year students 

of geography for the study. As per titles indicate, deal with the 

concepts and issues of the resource geography. After completion of the 

course, the students are able to  

1. Gain the basic knowledge and concepts of Economic Geography. 

2. Study the various types of Resources related economic activities. 

3. Know the mineral and power resources: production and distribution 

4. Concept of non-conventional energy and bio resources. 

B. A. III 

Geography 

Special Paper 

VIII 

Urban 

Geography 

The course, Resource Geography,  is prescribed for third year students 

of geography for the study. As per title indicate, deal with the concepts 

and issues of the resource geography. After completion of the course, 

the students are able to  

1. To familiarize the students with the conceptual theoretical & 

empirical 

2. Development in settlement studies in geography and current 

settlement scenario in the world & India. 

3. To provide the students in idea about international & national 

concerns on settlement issues. 

B. A. III 

Geography 

Special Paper IX 

Development 

Geography 

The course, Development Geography, is prescribed for third year 

students of geography for the study. As per title indicate, deal with the 

concepts and issues of the resource geography. After completion of the 

course, the students are able to  

1. Learn history and foundation of development geography 

2. Know general and regional dichotomy of development geography.  



3. Know various schools of geographical thoughts. 

4. Meaning and concept of behavioural and humanistic geography  

5. Learn change in development geography after second world war 

B. A. III 

Geography 

Special 

Practical I 

Elements of Map 

Work & 

Weather Report 

The practical course, Elements of Map Work & Weather Report, is 

prescribed for third year students of geography for the practical work. 

As per title indicate, it deals with the practical work map and weather.  

After completion of the course, the students are studied- 

1. Definition and classification map work. 

2. Introduction to Weather instruments and weather charts. 

3. Construction, properties, types and uses of projections 

4. Methods developments of projections 

5. Writing journals and preparation for viva. 

B. A. III 

Geography 

Special  

Practical II 

 

Cartographic 

and Advanced 

Techniques in 

Geography 

The practical course, Cartographic and Advanced Techniques in 

Geography, is prescribed for third year students of geography for the 

practical work. As per title indicate, it deals with the practical work 

map and weather.  After completion of the course, the students are 

learned - 

1. Definition and classification cartographic techniques. 

2. The use various cartographic technique. 

3. The basic knowledge of remote sensing, G.I.S. & G.P.S. 

4. Writing journals and preparation for viva. 

B. A. III 

Geography 

Special Paper X 

 

Geography of 

Economic 

Activities 

The course, Geography of Economic Activities, is prescribed for third 

year students of geography for the study. As per title indicate, it deals 

with the concepts and issues of the economic activities. After 

completion of the course, the students are able to learn - 

1. Nature, scope, role and features of agriculture geography. 

2. Manufacturing agriculture industries in India and abroad.  

3. Transportation communication. 

4. Tourism: meaning, significance and impact 

5. The basic concepts of regional planning. 

 



B. A. III 

Geography 

Special Paper XI 

 

Political 

Geography 

The course, Political Geography, is prescribed for third year students 

for the study. As per title indicate, it deals with the concepts and issues 

of the political geography in India. After completion of the course, the 

students are able to learn - 

1. The basic definitions and features of political geography. 

2. The various concepts and theories in political geography. 

3. Geographical factors related to geopolitical organization of space. 

4. National and international geopolitical issues  

B. A. III 

Geography 

Special Paper XII 

 

Applied 

Geography 

The course, Political Geography, is prescribed for third year students 

for the study. As per title indicate, it deals with the concepts and issues 

of the political geography in India. After completion of the course, the 

students are able to learn - 

1. Concepts, scope and nature of applied geography. 

2. Issues related to environment and human resources. 

3. Environmental disasters and human resources.  

4. Physical human resources and economy. 

B. A. III 

Geography 

Special 

Practical III 

Topographical 

Maps & 

Statistical 

Methods 

The practical course, Topographical Maps & Statistical Methods, is 

prescribed for third year students of geography for the practical work. 

As per title indicate, it deals with the practical work map and weather.  

After completion of the course, the students are able to know - 

1. Methods and types of representation of relief. 

2. Gain knowledge of S. O. I. Toposheet. 

3. Meaning, nature and importance of statistical methods. 

4. Practical knowledge of topography and statistical methods. 

5. Writing journals and preparation for viva. 

B. A. III 

Geography 

Special  

Practical IV 

 

Surveying and 

Field Work 

The practical course, Topographical Maps & Statistical Methods, is 

prescribed for third year students of geography for the practical work. 

As per title indicate, it deals with the practical work map and weather.  

After completion of the course, the students are able to know - 

1. Definition, meaning and types of surveying 

2. Knowledge of project report writing on issues of environment  



3. Field visit and field work 

4. Study tour to geographical places. 

5. Writing journals and preparation for viva. 

Department  of Economics 

Course Name  Course Outcomes 

B. A. I – 

Economics Opt. 

Indian Economy 

1. Understand Characteristics and Problems of Indian      Economy.  

2. Understand various issues related to Indian Economy. 

3. Understand nature of Indian economy. 

B.A.II 

Paper IV & VI :- 

Demography 

 

1. Understand various issues related to population in India. 

2. Understand various concepts and theories of population. 

3. Understand population policy of India. 

B.A.III 

Paper VII & XII 

Micro 

Economics 

1. Understand consumer Behavior. 

2. Understand Price Determination of factor. 

3. Understand concept of cost. 

B.A.III 

Paper VIII & XIII 

Macro 

Economics 

1. Understand Quantity theory of money. 

2. Understand various macroeconomics problems. 

3. Understand of national income.  

B.A.III 

P. No. XI & XVI 

Agricultural 

Economics 

1. The students to know about needs to be emphasized in Indian 

Economy. 

2. The students enable to explore the new techniques in agriculture. 

3. The students to know the important aspects of the agricultural 

development in India. 

 

B.A.III 

Paper IX & XIV 

History of 

Economic 

Thoughts 

1. The students enable to understand how contemporary economics 

came to be what it is. 

2. The students to know about the immediate economic problems and 

its control policy.  

3. The student aspires for advanced training in economics.  

B.A.III 1. The students enable to know theories of growth and development. 



Paper. X & XV 

Economics of 

Development 

and Research 

Methodology. 

 

2. The students to know about the allocation of resources, interrelation 

of international trade and development. 

3. The students enable to research methodology in Economics. 

4. The students to know about the various Research Methodology.  

 

B. A. I 

Political Science 

Optional P. I & 

II 

1. To introduce elements which influenced Indian Constitution  

2. To know duties and rights of citizens, and states’ welfare duties  

3. The study the functioning Loksabha and Rajyasabha  

4. To study the nature of Supreme Court  

5. To study how the relations between center and state are established 

6. To gain knowledge of Election Commission and Political Parties 

7. To study the elements which influence the politics of India 

 

 

 

B. A. II 

Political Science 

Opt. P. III & V 

 

1. should be introduced to Political Theories  

2. should be made aware about independence  

3. Should be taught to establish equality  

4. Should be made aware about justice  

5. should know the types of power  

6. Should understand the difference between Authority and power  

7. Should understand various elements of legitimacy  

8. should give respect to democracy  

 

 

 

B. A. II 

Political Science 

Opt. P. IV & VI 

 

1. Should be introduced to Indian Political Thoughts  

2. should have knowledge of Raja Ramamohan Roy’s role in India’s 

Renaissance movement  

3. Should know the extremist thought of Lokmanya Tilak  

4. Should know Mahatma Gandhi’s role in the independence of India  

5. Should study Nehru’s role in the development of Modern India  

6. Should understand the stance of Maulana Abdul Kalam’s in the 

creation of Pakistan and India  

7. should know different opinions of M. N. About democracy  

8. Should understand Dr. Ambedkar’s Social Upliftment  



9. Should know Lohiya’s different thoughts about four pillar state 

 

 

 

B. A. / B. Com. II 

 

Compulsory 

 

 

Environmental 

Studies 

1. Understanding environmental concerns by the students at the 

undergraduate level.  

2. Understanding the relationship of man with the environment and 

help them to change attitude for more positive, proactive, eco-

friendly and sustainable lifestyles.  

3. Getting information about climate change, Global warming, Acid 

rain, Green-house effect, Ozone, layer depletion.  

4. Cultivating attitudes to safeguard the environment built particularly 

with field experience.  

5. Realization of the impact of human actions on the immediate 

environment and the linkage with the larger issues.  

6. Getting information about Environment Protection Acts. 

 

 

Bachelor of Commerce 

Programme Programme Outcomes 

 

 

 

 

Bachelor 

of 

Commerce 

After completing three years programme in Bachelors of Commerce, 

the students could achieve the following programme outcomes 

1. The program could provide well trained professionals for the 

Industries, Banking Sectors, Insurance Companies, Financing 

companies, Transport Agencies, Warehousing etc., to meet the well 

trained manpower requirements.  
2. The program could give hands on experiences in various aspects 

acquiring skills for Marketing Manager, Selling Manager, over all 

administration abilities of the Company. 

3. The program could make the graduates successful self-employed or 

businessmen in their career. 

4. The program could update the personality and communication skills. 

5. The program could teach general knowledge of business, society and 

market.  

6. The program could make aware of laws related to business and 

commerce related issues. 

7. The program could update the recent trends in business organizations 

and industries 



Programme Programme Specific Outcomes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bachelor 

of 

Commerce 

The students could possess the knowledge, skills and attitudes during their 

B.com degree course. By virtue of the training and learning, they could 

become eligible job hunters in government and private sectors. Even they 

could become successful businessmen or self-employed in their career.  

1. Students will be able to demonstrate progressive learning of various 

tax issues and tax forms related to individuals. Students will be able 

to demonstrate  

2. knowledge in setting up a computerized set of accounting books  

3. Students will demonstrate progressive affective domain development 

of values, the role of accounting in society and business. 

4. Students will learn relevant financial accounting career skills, 

applying both quantitative and qualitative knowledge to their future 

careers in business.  

5. Students will learn relevant managerial accounting career skills, 

applying both quantitative and qualitative knowledge to their future 

careers in business.  

6. Learners will gain thorough systematic and subject skills within 

various disciplines of commerce, business, accounting, economics, 

finance, auditing and marketing.  

7. Learners will be able to recognize features and roles of businessmen, 

entrepreneur, managers, consultant, which will help learners to 

possess knowledge and other soft skills and to react aptly when 

confronted with critical decision making.  

8. Learners will be able to prove proficiency with the ability to engage 

in competitive exams like CA, CS, ICWA and other courses.  

9. Learners will acquire the skills like effective communication, 

decision making, problem solving in day to day business affaires 

10. Learners will involve in various co-curricular activities to 

demonstrate relevancy of foundational and theoretical knowledge of 

their academic major and to gain practical exposure.  

11. Learners can also acquire practical skills to work as tax consultant, 

audit assistant and other financial supporting services.  

12. Learners will be able to do higher education and advance research in 

the field of commerce and finance. 

 

Course Name Course Outcomes 

B.Com. I English 

Comp. 

 

1.  Students of the undergraduate level will be able to use skills in 

English in their day to day life.  

2. They will learn to use interview skills, comprehension skills 



successfully. 

3. Students will learn human values, professional ethics, gender 

equality through this course.  

4. This course will improve their vocabulary and communication 

skills. 

 

B. Com. I 

Financial 

Accounting 

1. Develop and understand the nature and purpose of financial 

statements in relationship to decision making.  

2. Develop the ability to use the fundamental accounting equation 

to analyze the effect of business transactions on an organization's 

accounting records and financial statements.  

3. Develop the ability to use a basic accounting system to create 

(record, classify, and summarize) the data needed to solve a 

variety of business problems.  

4. Develop the ability to use accounting concepts, principles, and 

frameworks to analyze and effectively communicate information 

to a variety of audiences.  

5. Develop the ability to use accounting information to solve a 

variety of business problems.  

6.  Develop the ability to interact well with team members. 

 

B. Com. I 

Insurance 

1. Students will be aware about Technical matters of claim 

settlement  

2. Students will be capable to understand the insurance practices 

and its policy  

3. Recognize and act within the rules of professional conduct  

4. Identify the client’s reasonable expectations as to quality and 

timeliness of service.  

5.  Reflect on their learning and identify learning needs. 

 

B. Com. I 

Principles of 

Marketing 

1. Students will be aware about Marketing practices available in 

India  

2. Students will be aware about Conceptual and fundamental 

knowledge of markets and its functioning.  

3. Subject will provide package of skills relevant to practice  

4.  It will provide marketing research methodology. 

 

B. Com. I 

Principles of 

Management 

1. Demonstrate professional communication and Behaviour  

2. Observe and evaluate the influence of historical forces on the 

current practice of management.  



3. Identify and evaluate social responsibility and ethical issues 

involved in business situations and logically articulate own 

position on such issues.  

4. Explain how organizations adapt to an uncertain environment 

and identify techniques managers use to influence and control the 

internal environment.  

5. Practice the process of management's four functions: planning, 

organizing, leading, and controlling.  

6. Identify and properly use vocabularies within the field of 

management to articulate one's own position on a specific 

management issue and communicate effectively with varied 

audiences. 

7. Evaluate leadership styles to anticipate the consequences of each 

leadership style.  

8.  Gather and analyze both qualitative and quantitative information 

to isolate issues and formulate best control methods. 

 

B. Com. I 

Business 

Economics 

1. Understand comparative advantage.  

2. Use supply and demand curves to analyze the impact of taxes etc. 

on consumer surplus and market efficiency.  

3. Understand how to evaluate macroeconomic conditions such as 

unemployment, inflation, and growth. 

 

B. Com. I 

English Comp. 

 

1. Student’s vocabulary will be enriched and their communication 

skill  

2. Would be enhanced after completing the course.  

3.  They will learn to use interview skills, comprehension skills 

successfully.  

4. Students will learn human values, professional ethics, gender 

equality through this course. 

 

B. Com. II 

Corporate 

Accounting 

1.Know the corporate accounting policy  

2. Aware students about methods of issue of shares/ debenture  

3. Know the financial analysis for comparison 

B. Com. II 

Money and 

Financial System 

1. Know the fiscal policy of the India  

2. Know the banking structure in India  

3. Know the monetary policy of the India 

 

B. Com. II 

Fundamental of 

1 Aware student about entrepreneurship culture.  

2. Know the theory of entrepreneurship  



Entrepreneurship 3. Know the practical know how about project of self-employment 

 

B. Com. II 

Business 

Statistics 

1. Make them able to decision maker by using statistical tools like  

     probability, time series, central tendency  

2. Aware modern techniques of decision making 

 

B. Com. II 

Business 

Economics 

1. Is able to describe and apply an economic science perspective to 

complex economic problems.  

2. Is able to analyze price setting behavior in different market 

structures and to assess the impact of different types of 

government intervention in these markets.  

3. Is able to analyze and substantiate, both graphically and verbally, 

producer behavior in different market structures.  

4. Is able to perform a reasoned welfare economic analysis of the 

strengths (benefits) and limitations (costs) of different market 

structures. 

 

B. Com. III 

Advanced 

Accountancy - I 

1. Explain and demonstrate accounting practice for equity 

investments (including accounting for group structures), 

measurement and disclosure of information, and financial 

decision making,  

2. Financial Reporting Standards. 

3. Identify and explain the conceptual underpinnings for current 

advanced financial accounting and reporting issues. 

4. Identify and explain current issues related to financial accounting 

and financial reporting.  

5. Critically analyze and interpret published financial information. 

 

B. Com. III  

Co-operative 

Development 

1. Students will able to know the co-operative movement in India 

and Maharashtra.  

2. Students will be able to know the practices of cooperative 

institutions.  

3. How cooperative organizations are beneficial to weaker section 

 

B. Com. III 

Advanced 

Accountancy –II 

Auditing and 

Taxation 

Student Will aware about  

1. Introduction to Tax  

2. Tax Compliance, the IRS, and Tax Authorities  

3. Tax Planning Strategies and Related Limitations  

4. Individual Income Tax Overview  

5. Gross Income and Exclusions 



6. Individual Deductions  

7. Individual Income Tax Computation and Tax Credits  

8. Business Income, Deductions, and Accounting Methods  

9. Property Acquisition and Cost Recovery  

10. Property Dispositions  

11. Investments  

12. Compensation  

13. Retirement Savings and Deferred  

 

Auditing  

1. Is able to discuss and describe auditor’s responsibility to 

detect material misstatements in the financial statements and 

is able to identify risk areas that pose a major threat to the 

financial statements.  

2. Is able to discuss and describe GAAS and PCAOB Standards 

and appropriately apply the standards to audit situations.  

3. Is able to discuss and describe the various audit reports 

(opinions) and also identify required audit report from 

various audit situations 

 

B. Com. III 

Modern 

Management 

Practice 

1. It will be helpful to know the recent trends in management  

2. It will be helpful to know the SWOT Analysis regards to 

business environment  

3. It will be helpful to know the corporate strategy and its benefit  

4. It will provide knowledge about ISO and Quality Management. 

 

B. Com. III 

Business 

Economics 

1. Subject will be providing the knowledge about economic policy 

and practices  

2. It will be helpful to know the LPG and NEP 1991 and its impact  

3. It will be helpful to known the trade cycle in business 

 

B. Com. III 

Business 

Regulatory 

Framework 

1. Students will capable to know the technical grounds of 

mercantile law and its uses 

2. Students will capable to know the practices of law. 

 


